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Wanda Long – Has been released from the hospital & is recovering at home from Covid & pneumonia.

Cindy Yates – is in UTMB Clear Lake with Covid and pneumonia.

Mary Cronk – (daughter of Paula Roper, sister of Sandy, mother of Shelby) Is improving but remains in the hospital in Abilene recovering from double pneumonia.

Scott Stewart – (Sean Stewart’s brother) Remains hospitalized on a ventilator. Doctors are hoping to put him on an ECMO respiratory machine when one becomes available.

Jeffrey Fuller – (Janice Robertson’s mother) has been moved to a rehab facility.

Jade – (Mary Hancock’s granddaughter) Recovering in New Orleans from Hurricane Ida. Still without power & water.

Lee Johnson – (father of Courtney Moore, who is Randy and Sandy’s daughter-in-law) Is still in the hospital as they try to address the low heart rate.

Friends & Family recovering from Covid: Yates family, Foster family, Julie German, Wilson family, Cherry family.

Our sympathy is extended to Larry Kemmerling in the loss of his brother-in-law, Joseph Zepeda. He passed away on Sept. 1 from Covid. Please pray for Larry’s sister, Tracy, as well as her five children.

This week’s military person: Jorge Veliz

This week’s college student: Lilian Adams, former intern